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Market Matters
“AVENUE’S” PANEL REFLECTS ON THE TRUMP EFFECT, CURRENT EVENTS
AND WHERE THEY’D PUT THEIR MONEY NOW
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AVENUE: Can we talk about the impact the
Trump presidency and current events have had on
the markets?
JENNIFER LEE: For the average investor, the 24-hour
news cycle provides a huge amount of distraction.
We’re much more focused on policy, and what
potentially the policy implications of the Trump administration could be. Those are yet to be seen. However,
we think that recent market performance is correlated
to earnings and the continued expansion of earnings,
and a continuation of the global growth story.
TONY GUERNSEY: There’s a resort in Georgia, and
every Thursday night they have a bingo game for their
octogenarian residents. The judge stands behind his
podium with the bingo numbers held in a burlap bag.
And when you’re playing 50 or so bingo cards, by the
eighth or ninth number drawn, someone ought to be
yelling “Bingo.” Well, there’s a cantankerous woman
in the back who is frustrated by everything in life, and
when nothing happens on the ninth pick, she yells at
the person on the podium, “Would you please shake
the bag!” That’s what we just did in America. We
shook the bag, and we were surprised that 62 million
people would vote for a billionaire candidate claiming
to be the savior of the middle class. No one sees a
complete collapse here. The economy is doing well.
Low interest rates. Great employment. Low oil prices.
And we have our government’s system of checks and
balances to discourage the occasional unusual idea
proposed by our president. There’s not the panic that
we’ve had in other draw-down cycles. Bingo.
KATHRYN GEORGE: Not all world events affect the
fundamental value of a company. At the end of the day,
we’re buying companies. Focusing on that long-term,
and using the market as an opportunity to identify
great businesses at discounted prices, is our priority.
We focus on talking to clients about what they own
and why they own it, as opposed to the distractions
and events that disrupt the market, but don’t really
change the value of the companies you own.

AVENUE: What are your clients calling you
most about?
JERRY HOURIHAN: With our clients, the conversation
has gotten more complicated. It used to be limited
to personal risk management of physical assets
and liability. But now we’re getting asked lots of
questions about cyber-risk and other more elusive
risk management issues. We’ve had to expand our
understanding and our capabilities to address that.
GEORGE: The calls that we get the most are the
ones around values and passing money from one
generation to the next. I think that a lot of our clients

are more worried about how wealth will affect their
children than short-term market volatility.
PAUL KLEINSCHMIDT: I don’t think we have
recovered psychologically from the financial crisis.
That’s not so uncommon. Historically speaking, it takes
years, even generations, for the retail investor to have
confidence in the market following shocks of such
magnitude. For us, it’s been very important to stand in
between the emotions of our clients and their money,
and to keep them invested. You can’t build a portfolio
by waiting around for another “black swan” event. It’s
been a challenge for us to get that message across, but
I think it’s been an important part of our role.

AVENUE: Is there anything happen right now that’s
creating opportunity for investors?
MICHAEL TIEDEMANN: In the past month, we’ve
begun buying portfolio-level protection. That’s the
first time we’ve done it since the second quarter of
2007 as a stand-alone portfolio line item. Portfolio
protection is one of the cheapest assets that we’ve
found, so we’re beginning to layer in some longerterm protection, almost like an insurance policy for
the portfolio. Energy infrastructure (midstream

“For the average
investor, the 24-hour news
cycle provides a huge
amount of distraction.”
—Jennifer Lee
pipelines) has also begun to get cheap again as
natural gas continues to be more and more relevant
and the export market opens up to U.S. companies.
KLEINSCHMIDT: I think in terms of opportunity or
just location, we’re at the early innings of a seismic
shift in terms of cheap, abundant energy, and I think
that is going to impact economies and politics around
the world.

AVENUE: Regarding cybersecurity, how do you
advise people on protecting themselves?
HOURIHAN: We’ve partnered with a cybersecurity
firm to help advise our clients and brokers, and we’ve
created insurance products to respond after the fact,
should something happen. But it’s rapidly evolving.
It’s something that is going to be part of the
conversation for quite a while.
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TIEDEMANN: For many years now, we have been
investing in protecting our data and systems in
anticipation of more sophisticated cyber-attacks. With
the support from our technology and cybersecurity
partner, we continuously monitor all inbound and
outbound data traffic and execute internal vulnerability
scans regularly to safeguard our clients’ data and our
operations. Equally important, we arm our clients
with best practices that they can follow to increase
protection for their personal systems at home.
GEORGE: There are a lot of really practical things
people can do, like having separate email with your
financial advisor; not using public Wi-Fi, like on the
subway; and changing your password all the time.
GUERNSEY: Wilmington recommends that you
print out a statement at least once a year, maybe
the December statement so you have the year-end
statement. Then, if our country has some temporary
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and serve are different, but I think there’s one
common thread—and that’s fear. All of the families
fear making the wrong decisions with their wealth,
how it may negatively impact their kids, their children
being preyed on, among other things. In many cases
they are first-generation wealth, so this is all new to
them, and finding people who they can talk through
this with that they trust and have domain expertise
is a huge relief. That is our role.

“The investment in
passions...has been very
strong since 2008.”
—Jerry Hourihan

a foundational tool, but we find that it is conversations
around values that make wealth transitions successful.

AVENUE: Can we talk about active versus passive
investing, and when someone would use each?
TIEDEMANN: Discussions about active versus
passive investing are the most relevant dialogues
we’re having at the portfolio level with most clients
and prospects and next-gen. To ignore the secular
shift that has occurred is a mistake. To not recognize
that there is some inherent cyclicality in it is also a
mistake. So we respect the passive universe of tools
that continues to expand and has predominantly
been useful for us in efficient equity markets, far less
so off the U.S. shores, for example.
Jennifer Lee

black swan computer glitch, you have the piece of
mind and knowledge of what you own.

AVENUE: When and how should people use holistic
wealth services?
LEE: The concept of holistic has changed in two
ways. First the questions have changed. The questions
we are asking have shifted to “How are you investing
so that you can achieve the things that you want to
achieve?” What a client or family wants is unique to
that person or family. The second is a generational
shift. For many families, conversations have also
evolved to encompass not only traditional metrics
for investing, but also focusing on the impact their
investments are having on the world.
HOURIHAN: We’ve seen the definition of “holistic”
expand to include personal risk management, where
we’ve estimated 25 percent of our clients’ net worth
is in physical net assets that aren’t getting focused on
to the same extent as the rest of their assets.

AVENUE: How should families talk to each other
about passing down money?
GUERNSEY: Wealth managers spend way too much
time in preparing the money for the client, and not
enough of them have programs to prepare their
clients for their ultimate inheritance. There’s a great
deal of client education that has to happen. One
might be brilliant in producing widgets, but that skill
doesn’t translate to being knowledgeable in how to
grow and protect their wealth.
TIEDEMANN: All the families that we all work with
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KLEINSCHMIDT: I think that communication,
financial literacy and governance are very important
tools when you think about intergenerational wealth
management issues. One of the best ways to get
kids prepared for that is to invite them into the
philanthropic discussions that you’re having, and that
way they can begin to get accustomed to talking about
money. They can begin to get financially literate, or
they can begin to understand the processes and
procedures in place to safeguard them and the family.
GEORGE: It’s all about communication. It’s important
to ensure that you’re having age-appropriate
conversations with children not only about wealth
in dollars-and-cents terms, but about the values and
impact wealth can have on their lives and the lives
of others. It’s also critical to talk about how the
wealth was created and the family values and legacy
associated with it. We believe that financial literacy is
Paul Kleinschmidt

GUERNSEY: A derivative of that comment is…in
our parents’ generation we had the nifty-fifty, and we
had some great portfolio managers who were great
active managers. Back then we had 4,000 smallmid-cap stocks. Now we have only 1,000 in that
sector. To replace them, there are 4,800 indices, yet
only 4,400 listed stocks. So there’s more indices
traded than stocks. The question remains: Will our
generation produce another slew of great stock
pickers, or will the active manager become obsolete,
replaced by algorithms? Your wealth manager should
be able to navigate this new paradigm for you to
help grow and protect your investment portfolio.
LEE: There is greater transparency of and speed of
information today, which has changed since the days of
the nifty-fifty. We believe there is a place for both active
and passive management in portfolios. Certain markets
may be better accessed using a passive vehicle, but
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actively managing the exposure is important. In other
sectors, markets and cycles, active management can
help clients achieve their targets and goals.

Kathryn George

GEORGE: We’ve stayed away from passive
completely with our client portfolios. We still strongly
believe that active management can add value, and
that holding a relatively concentrated portfolio of
high-quality securities for the long term is the most
effective way to protect and grow wealth. I think if
you want to own hundreds or even thousands of
securities and basically mirror an index, you should go
passive and not pay the fees for active management.
But we believe that excellent active managers can
outperform over full market cycles by participating in
the upside and protecting on the downside, and that is
still what we’re advocating for our clients.

AVENUE: What are the personal liability concerns
for people involved in philanthropy?
KLEINSCHMIDT: There’s an increased reputation
risk in aligning with charities and not necessarily
understanding what you’re getting involved in.
As with any investment, due diligence is key.
Additionally, trustees always need to be focused
on their fiduciary liability.
LEE: I think many nonprofit boards have changed. In
a postcrisis world, we’ve seen a trend where some
philanthropic organizations are considering moving
toward outsourced CIO models. I think that greater
board awareness and the pace of information and
markets go hand-in-hand: There’s a recognition
that markets are moving quickly, and that having
a partner to the investment committee, that can
respond is helpful.
Jerry Hourihan

KLEINSCHMIDT: We invest exclusively in markets
where there is a strong rule of law, and so that
prevents us from emerging markets, although we are
able to invest in companies that generate a lot of their
cash flows from emerging markets. To echo Michael,
it appears there is more room for incremental margin
improvement abroad than here in the States. But
at the same time, I would say that there are a lot of
cyclical companies that have really lagged. We’ve been

“Communication, financial
literacy and governance
are important tools
when you think about
intergenerational wealth
management issues.”

Michael
Tiedemann

—Paul Kleinschmidt

AVENUE: In a similar vein, what are the risks or
considerations for people who loan out their art to
nonprofit institutions?
HOURIHAN: Many of our clients loan out their art
so that a broader audience can enjoy it. However,
this can expose the art to many threats. It’s vital that
we anticipate potential perils and offer “nail-to-nail”
guidance. Damage in transit is a leading cause of art
insurance claims, so we advise collectors throughout
the process on how to best protect each work.
LEE: Art and collectibles have become an enormous
part of certain clients’ balance sheets. So having
some of that on-staff expertise, or, to the earlier point
that was made, knowing who to go to I think is part
of being a holistic wealth manager these days.

AVENUE: Where would you put your money right now?
TIEDEMANN: Within the equity universe, despite the
outperformance of the recent five to six months, the
non-U.S. equity markets are poised for arguably their
first sustainable period of outperformance. There are
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specific emerging markets where that lower energy
cost is a significant reduction and budgetary issue
for them, so that capital can be spent elsewhere.
The banking system is expanding in emerging markets
because of technology. You can see how underpenetrated and underbanked the broad emerging markets
are. That’s a 20-year trend that can be really powerful,
and fintech banking will be behind a lot of it.

so conditioned to think of ourselves in a low GDP
environment that if we get near 3 percent growth we
could see a lot of those companies fare much better.
All that being said, one is far more likely to destroy
wealth by having a lousy estate plan, so investing in
a good one is always sound advice when considering
where to deploy assets.
HOURIHAN: The investment in passions, like art,
wine and collector cars, has been very strong since
2008, and for those who have an expertise and a
passion, it’s a strong class. I think will continue to be
for the next several years.
GUERNSEY: To add to the fixed asset list, we have
a widow who has just become a grandmother for
the second time. She is looking to her closet and
her Birkin bag collection to help pay tuition for her
grandchildren. Last week a diamond-encrusted Birkin
bag sold for $380,000 in Hong Kong. ✦

